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FOI 
Reference 
No. 

Original Request  Response  

2017 – 18 Quarter 1 
FOI 2017-01 Would the GOC please forward the closing date for the application to 

provide the CET contract that was eventually granted to Replay 
Learning? 
 
Would the GOC please forward the total number of applicants that 
tendered to provide the CET contract that was eventually granted to 
Replay Learning? 
 
Would the GOC please forward details of the GOC departments that 
vetted the applications to provide the CET contract that was eventually 
granted to Replay Learning? 
 
Would the GOC please forward the date that the GOC granted the 
CET contract to Replay Learning? 
 
Would the GOC confirm if Replay Learning had any involvement in 
GOC Fitness to Practise Hearings between 1st January and 31st 
December 2012? 

Would the GOC please forward the closing date for the application to provide the CET contract that was eventually 
granted to Replay Learning?  
 
Deadline for Expressions of Interest from suitable organisations was 31 October 2011. Deadline for formal proposals was 
20 January 2012.   
 
Would the GOC please forward the total number of applicants that tendered to provide the CET contract that was 
eventually granted to Replay Learning?  
 
Two.   
   
Would the GOC please forward details of the GOC departments that vetted the applications to provide the CET 
contract that was eventually granted to Replay Learning?   
 
Resources and Education.   
 
Would the GOC please forward the date that the GOC granted the CET contract to Replay Learning?   
 
10 April 2012.   
 
Would the GOC confirm if Replay Learning had any involvement in GOC Fitness to Practise Hearings between 1st 
January and 31st December 2012?  
 
Replay Learning did not have any involvement in GOC Fitness to Practise Hearings between 1st January and 31st 
December 2012. 

FOI 2017-02 1) How many ET1 claim forms (or excerpts and information related to 
the claims) for whistleblowing detriment under the Public Interest 
Disclosure Act has the GOC received from the Employment Tribunal? 
2) Please advise if the GOC holds data on the action that he or the 
organisation took in response to these notifications by the Employment 
Tribunal. 
3) Please give a breakdown of the number of ET1 claim forms (or 
excerpts and information related to the claims) received by each 
financial year. 
4) Please give a list of the bodies to which these PIDA claims relate, 
and the number and (if practicable) the nature of ET1s received about 
each organisation, broken down by financial year. 
5) Has the GOC undertaken any analysis of the ET1 intelligence that it 
has received from Employment Tribunals since April 2010? If so, 
please disclose all reports and or correspondence that give the details 
and results of the analysis/ analyses. 

Since April 2010 we have received 0 (nil) ET1 claim forms from the Employment Tribunal. As such we do not hold the 
information you have requested in questions 2 through 5. 

FOI 2017-03 Any data you have on the gender distribution (percentages and 
numbers if possible) for the Optometrists currently registered with the 
GOC? 

Please find attached link to our Equality and Diversity monitoring report 2016  
 
http://www.optical.org/filemanager/root/site_assets/edi/equality_and_diversity_monitoring_report_2016.pdf  
 

 

http://www.optical.org/filemanager/root/site_assets/edi/equality_and_diversity_monitoring_report_2016.pdf

